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Can you imagine a school general physics accessible as the 
multiplication table?

It is time to create educational, interactive, enhanced reality in 
the 5D and 7D?



V ← S ← l ← O, the ratio of the angle to the volume:
radius, length, width, height



1 21

3 4

Wave algorithm in Minecraft,
local perturbations of the electric field on the turns



Digression about the area and the surface of the torus:

The surface area of the hypersphere is the volume of the torus one less 
dimension.
Sn + 1

 / Vn = 2πR 

And this formula Vn * 2πR  can be understood as the volume of  hyper-torus. 
The torus is defined as a Cartesian product of two circles.

Suppose that Vn = 2R, где n = 1

Then

V тор = S1 + 1 = 4 π R^2
But for a different formula
Vn / Sn − 1

 = R / n 

for n = 3 we get the volume of the sphere V3 =  4/3 π R^3 



l ← v ← g, transfer the ratio(homology) V down:
the equation of motion of a material point



Operators l(inverse of ) move to the top row∇



Possible use that regularities for derivation of 
the basic physical laws and solution of  problems:



Solution of the problem:



Newton's law : F = m * g



Maxwell-Heaviside as a Deschamp graph.



Nonlinear relation for the coils.



Geometric algebra











0-form: The scalar potential - current: I, scalar quantum - charge: q.



1-Form - Intensity e / m field: E; H (grad).



2 Form - Induction of e / m field: D, B (rot, curl).



3-Form: div B - Dirac monopole charge density - Gauss theorem.



Operation asterisk - the transition from distributed to focused.



Operator L2 used in quantum physics.



Operation angle - a generalization of the geometric multiplication of the Clifford algebra.



Prospective hexagonal - double foil.





The problem of propagation of e/m waves in a medium with a given anisotropy.



The problem of propagation of e/m waves in a medium with a given anisotropy.



One of the solution is similar to the task of kinetostatiki additional 
dynamic moments of bevel gear.



The system of equations 
for the problem of e/m waves



Maxwell equations 
Heaviside



Equation method 
kinetostatiki.
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